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-mitmtx OF :*FRQPIC'AL ATMOSP~B~IC GONDIXIONS OPT 
' BLOOMED ' OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS.-- - 

,. -. By MI. .C. S. Rao, Senior Scientific 018&, 
~Gchnical Development Establishment (Instruments & Electronics), 

Dehra Dun. * - 

, . - 
Introauction, . . - . - -- -. . ? .  

1. When light passes from one transparent medium to an- 
other, having an index of refraction different from the former,:part 
of the light is. transmitted through the se~ond~medium a& part of 
it is reflected back at the boundary surface between the two medja - 
(Fresnel's reflection). 1t:is "well knos!m that, for the .case of no? 1 
incidence for light passing from air to glass, the fraction of the%- 
cident light reflected back at the interface or the 'reflectance' R of the 

;-surface is given by the following ~ ., equation due to Fresnel : 

p is the refractive index of glass. Thud,'in the case, of light 
" passing through a glass plate or lens bounded by two surf&cqs, about 
:..:4 p.vlcent: of .the incident light is  reflected back at qach iriterface, or 
,- the t ~ a l ~ l o s s  in illtensity due to reaecti~q at the two boundary sur- ; 
: face$,-an7m@i to.nearly 8 per cent. of the incident light.. The case 
; 'a t  norm1 .incidence mentioned here ,approximately represents the 

conditions of vision through an optical instrument (e.g., a telescope), 
and the reflection of light at the glasslair interfaces'of the optical 

:. components of such an instrument adversely affects its performance 
in two ways. Firstly, when a number of optical components .are 

' present in a system, the sum total of the intensity of light lost by 
;.-refl6et;ion at the -numirous glass/wicr b ~ u n d s y  surfaces represents 

a considerable proportion of the light incicfent.on the system ;,-for 
instance, in an instrument like a pair of prismatic 'binoculars' hav- 
ing ten glasslair surfaces, the loss in intensity due to reflection 
amounts to as much as 40 to 45 per cent. of the light incident on the 
surface of the object glass. Because of the more or leSs logarithmic 

' response of the eye to ill- losses as great as the above or - 
even greater may not materially affect vision under average day- 
light conditions of illumination, but they are bound to be of serious . 
consequence under poor or twilight conditions when instruments 
like ' tank' telescopes and ' night ' (or navy pattern) binoculars are 
required to be mostly employed. Secondly, the light thus reflected 
from the glasslair surfaces gets re-reflected or scattered from the 

c f  
internal surfaces of the instrument, and this extraneous light parti- 
ally illuminates the field of view. thereby resulting in loss of con- 
trast and definition of the image formed by the instrument. 
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2. ~t is generally known that should such .rapid transition 
f& air to gliss be eliminated by the inte~p~sition of an .interm* :' 
diate medium having a refractive index which' is the - --geom$tfia -.̂  

mean of the indices of refraction for air and glass 4 ( 9;) and 

of a thickness equal to it k (or an odd intepal multiple of quarter 
wave-length for radiation in the brightest par! of the visible spect- " 
rum, say 5550 A), then reflection from the .glass/air surface can be . 
completely eliminated by destructive interference for light of this . 
wave-length and to a less extent for radiation of neighbouring wave 
len ths. If, therefore, a film of the above nature: and" Wziekmss ' 

cough be deposited on the. surfaces of the optical component con- 
cerfied, it would not only result in eliminating light losses due to -. 
reflection, but would also result in a corresponding ipcrease in . 
the,brightness of the image formed. It is, of course, preferable 
th& the thickness of the film should be a quarter wave-length .. 
rather than an odd multiple of 4 h, as, in the .latter cas~,:cdthr>ugh . 
the* reflectance would still be zero at the wave-length of correction, 
it 'would be greater for neighhouring wa~e-lengths. . 

3. Although the outlines of the ~tkt?ory of non-reflectance films' 
were worked out by Lord Rayfeigh4 more th'asl half a century ago, 
the development of a suitable techmque to deposit 'on 'glass surfaces 
fairly stable films that would stand normal wear and tear durin 
use and repair of i~~struments is of comparatively recgnt origin an !f 
was originally developed by Strong and Cartyright and Terner 5 
The only satisfactory films that have so far -been produced are by 
the. high vacu.uq volatilization prwcess, wQi& .cpnsjs;tS ja evaporating. 

. on' to the glass surface metalic salts fmostly flvorides) of low re- 
'' fractive index under high vacuum ~0nditi~n.S of the order of 1 0 2  

mm. The two materials most cqgmoqly used a t  present for the -for- 
matiolr of non-reflecting films on 6 1 ~ s  b~ thet aboue process are . 
cryolite (sodium aluminium flouride) and magnesium flouride. 
While magnesium fluoride forms very hard films and i6 eminently . 
suitable for the denseq glasses, cryolite is a good compromise for 
the whole range of optical glasses and can ,& made quite hard, 
enough to withstand unavoidable handling. 

4, A centrifugal method of depositio~ of . .these Jxkmrned .films - ' 
has: been developed in Germany during the last war and is' claimed 
to give very hard and stable films of a silicon skeleion network of 
mean refractive index of 1.28. In this process,, .a final . solution - 
made up from separate solutions of sodium or..potasqium-silicate and - 
hydrochloric acid, together with a suitable wetting\ .agent, is " 
dropped on to the glass surface 'revolving at 39008 i..p.m. and the 
experimental conditions are carefully c;ntr~l!ed so .as to ohfain, a 
film of the requisite thickness. ' m * , "  . . . .  - . .  , 

5. It is perhaps not so widely known that the term 'bloom- . 
ing' is applied to the process of deposition of non-reflecting 'films .- 
on optical glass surfaces. . 

-6.-- If, in view. of the 'considerations outlined in -the Arst part 
of "i.his.In%roduction, blooming of tkie surfaces -of optic4 components . 
- ,  . . 

r l  * * - 
1 Cord ~Gylsi h. ~ci-nGfic papers, pol. 1 , P ,  ; Vq:i 6; p. ?la-. 
2. J C ~ .  opt. B a .  am., V ~ I .  la, P. 78 (1938). . I . - - .  
8. Phys. Rev., VQI, 36, p, 801 (1039), 



is to be i i n t r o h & j a &  ~tegwlar twahw$qh fq-some,-ot- & of t k ,  
optical instrumdnts.usscl h the armed semies, it is of inberet tb 
know how the--bloomed surfaces react to the- action of foggipg, 
filming and fungus: from which most of the instruments used in 
huMd tropical climates are known to suffer and ragidly dete~iomte 
on ,expow=. With this epd in view, two pairs of p~-tit biz%* 
c w s  with b!oomed optics and two other pairs with unblwmed QP% , 

cal components were subjected to weathering trials during fq 
yearly cycle of atmospheric changes- in Beag5fl. 
Experimental Details, 

7. The triJs described hereunder were undertaken in colla- 
boration with the Adaralty Research Laboratory, Teddington, by 
whom the. ins u ~ t s  repired for the trials were obtained- 
th?oygh f&*-,, $ ir&Q&..df $u y.-U.K; and supplied to the -Directs 
rate of. ma*aIf,s {$nu T d d p  The: instruments were the standard 
ppatttera .az pr~smat@ binoculars manufactured by Nessrs. Taylpr, 

aylor & f obson, prop&rly sealed airtight ta start with and. pro- , 
vided with rubber sealing rings in the eye-pieces and desiccating - 
nipples an the coverplates. The binoculacs were initially cleaned, 
assembled, adjusted, desiccated and sealed in the United Kingdme 
and uasserl the initial seafirrg b s t  of 2 lb./sq. in. for 5 minutes with 
out Bakage. 

8. The four pairs of binoculars under trial (two pairs with 
blo~ned and two pairs with unbloomed optical surfaces) were, for 
the duration of the trial, placed in the open, protected from direof 
sun and rain ,by a wooden caver. A hygrograph and thermypaph 
were also kept under the same cover to maintain a continuous re- .- 
cord of the humidity and temperature values during the entire 
period of the trial. The instruments were left exposed under these 
tco~ditfsns through a full, annual cycle of seas~nal changes ~f at- 
mospheric conditi~ps in Calcutta from the end of August 1943 to 
the close of August 19,944. 

9. At the start of the trial, the right, hand eye piece (ocular 
with graticule) of each binocular was set to the zero reading on the 
diontre scale and allowed to remain in that position until the end 
of the test. Tbe left hand eye piece of each binocular, on the other 
hand, was focussed fully outwards each morning at sun up and 
screwed fully home each evening at sun down. This procedure was 
designed to study the effect of breathing, if any, of the instrument 
due to imperfect, sealing. 

10. All the binoculars under trial were recrularlv examined for 
clarity of vision and other effects at weekly intervals until the con- 
clusion of the trial, and the following gives a summary of the re- 
sults obtained during the trial. 

Restdb. 
11. Thrai~nhnut the test period, the field of view as seen 

through the ' bloomad.' instruments was distinctIy brighter thtq , 
that viewed through the smtaated binoculars ; this, as is obvious, - 
is due to tht -hnbPd-@ light transmission due to. ~omiqe ot  tbr 
~urfaces of the optical components of the iormtx, 



12. Fogging and consequerut+lack of clearness of field of view of 
all the. inskurnentq under trial varied with the humidity changes 
iik-th&atrnosahere;- %lie dq%W of foggiw increasing wilh +?ease in 
hamidi$y and; cite versa: Ws, the Aeld was quite clear -an+.wel? 
d&md during mosb of $he dry se&on.lerorn October to April while 
it had a more or kse fogged appearan* during tthe monsoon s e w s  
or periods o$ high, .&umMity ; in fact, codeqSation of water dro 
lets couldc-be erearly observed all over the surface of the gratin%. 
&@rsg the mid-monsoon period, 

13. As between the left and right halves of WC& pair of binocw 
l a s t  the right- d a ~  .ww$ in- ~gensrJ, found to -hay@- # $qg& 
m d  filmed' tq a relative12 larger extent than the left h r  

14. ~om&g%ng the 'bloomed' instruments with the , 'unblwmc 
eQ' o~,e~z,.ft MS. ob5,erned that the degree .of, filming, an4 consp 
qcrenkdeteriorafjan of the optical surfaces was less pronounced, *& 
thr: case .of in&ruments fitted with "loomed ' optics. 

15. During the relatively dry pqbds  of the year, the priqm 
swfacest in all the inStrurnenB presen*d a -finely pitted* appf)f5c@wt 
the  extent of, ' pitting ' being, however, comparahvely less In. t b  
c w  ~ f ,  ' Mwmed-' binoculqrrs. 

16. N6:ne.qf the-interim smfaces df any of the binoculars un  s- 
trial* showed any signs of corrosion during the whole ~4% 
although the exposed surface of all the eover plate screws on the 
outside were found to have rusted heavily during the later stages 
of th? trial. 

17. There was no formation of fungus on the surfaces of the 
optical components of any of the binoculars under. trial. 
DfsmMop!. 

18. At about the same period as the above trials were in 
progress or a little later, a number of 'bloomed' binoculars was 
included in a large scale ' anti-fungus and anti-filming trial' with 
optical inshwnents carried out in Weqt Africa by Campbejr* 
His observations; as a resut* of these trials, may be summarized al 
follows : 

(a) Blooming does not offer any advantage in preventing 
fungus growth in binoculars, although the growth in 
'bloomed' i n s t r m n t s  is on the whole less excessive 
thanJ in ' unbloomed ' instruments ; - 

(b) ~ h e q e  'is some evidenee to itldicik .th&t ' bloomiq! ' M 
flint inner components actu@lly enmurages the grbwth 
of fungus on this type of glass ;- 

(c) Fuhggs groyth.~sually dest;r,oys the blopming,in its innr 
medtrate vmnity ; 

(d) Fogging readily takes place on magnesium fluori& 
' blpomed ' surfaces a d  has a dissolving. action on W 
fluoride film ; when the moisture dries off, it leaves ,bE. 
hi@ a number of .he points at which the-fbo-g' 
has beep dissolved,. -- 

I " - -  . - , &kinpa+ ~i+u&-& b p t ~  
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19. Compating ithe observitions recorded by Campbell with those 
obtained in the trial described in the present paper, i t  will be seen 
that while there .was perceptible growth of fungus in $he binoculars 
used for 'his trials by Campbell, there was not any recgzd in the 
latter case. This can oply be attributed to the inefficient sealiw 
of the binoculars in the former case which facilitated the entry af 
fungus spores with resultant growth of fwgus under the jungle 
conditions of exposure to which these ins tments  were subject 
during the course of the trial. That the sealing bf these binoculars 
had broken down during the exposure period was shown by the leak- 
age test subsequently carried out. In the case of the present trials; 
however, the binoculars were initially cleaned, desiccated and well- 
sealed under proper conditions of assembly, and although there is 
eiidence to show that, during the course of the , trial period, tht! 
sealing of the instruments was not as perfect as the one would like it 
to be and breathing and consequent fogging, of the instruments did 
dccur, yet no growth of fungus took place in any of them. The 
absence of fungus in these binoculars, in spite of the favourable 
Conditions existing for its formation and growth, can only mean 
that the leaks in the instruments could have been of such a small 
magnitude as not to facilitate the entry of spores into the interior. 
Unfortunately, no leak tests on the instruments could be carried out 
before they were returned to the United Kingdom. 

20. That fungus, if allowed to grow on a bloomed surface, 
would destroy the blooming in its vicinity is easily understood, as 
the local condensation of moisture which usually takes place in the 
neighbourhood of fungal hyphae results in a slow dissolving action 
on the extremely thin fluoride film on the surface ; and further, 
any subsequent cleaning of the surface to remove the fungus would 
haturally result in the destruction of the bloomed film at the place. 

21. The variation in the extent of fogging of the optics of the 
&inoculars under trial with changes in humidity gnd temperature of 
the surrounding atmosphere as recorded in para. 3.2 gives a posi- 
tive indication of the presence of breathing of the instruments. 
This could only occur through minute leaks in the sealed joints 
which permitted the ingress of water vapour from the outside to 
the interior during periods of high humidity, and vice versa. That 
the leaks in the instruments were at least partly through the focuss- 
ing screw threads of $he eyepieces is borne out by the fact that 
the deqree of fogging was qenerally greater in the right half on the 
binocular than in the left half; the right eyepiece was. throughout 
the trial period, set to the zero reading on the dioptre collar whereas 
the left eyepiece was everyday screwed fully home at sun down 
thereby providing a better seal during periods of high humidity 
due to the rubber sealing ring on top being brought into action. 
me re  was, therefore, less or no leakage though the eyepiece focuss- 
ihg"screw threads in the left half of the binoculars. Thus there 
were no signs of corrosion of the interior surfaces even at the close 
of the twelve month exposure period indkates that baks through 
the instruments, although present, could at no staae have been ex- 
cessive. This& also supported.by the fact that there was no~for- 
mation of fungus in any of the binoculars. 
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.22, . . ,.The ohsewat in-sub-paras. 3.4 and 3.5 with re+ 
.&ct .tp:the' degree % 

blb6ine;l arid ~ i i b l i > b ~ 4 ;  6ii.i.- 
.&rs- are mewhat*  eb the results bbtainecr bgf- baarifpla& 

hfs West African xt@f of fogging ̂ akd filming- ah- 
'$6ryed in any of thq. instrmints was' at no time'so" gr'ea%:is 
.fo .' Completely obscure *~n through them , or even -&odbr&+ 
. ly affect ,it, whhi,le a good ~ r c e n t a g e  of the binoculars (iivei 40:par : cent.). used by Campbell wew heavily filmed after an -expause 
'.period of 15 weeks. This again can be ascribed to the'cbfipa~atiwe- 
. I-y: ,better sealing of the former binoculars. Further, the effect -of.'fOg- 
ging and moisture in producing q finely pitted appearance of the in- 
jerior surfaces of the optics, paeqularly those of the prisms, wats 
observed not only in the case ~f 'bloomed' instruments as 
wd recorded in' Campbell's trials, but was ilk -'noticed: io 

' an equal degree and even more in the case of the 'unbloomd "cis 

control instruments. This cannot, the~efore; be $aid to be - th t  
peculiar action of moisture on the fluoride film of the bloomed sur- 
face as explained by Campbell, but is rather due to the action of 
moisture on the particular variety of flint glass used for the manu- 
facture of binocular prisms ; moisture appears to have an appreci- 
able degree of solvent actiomn-this flint glass.. The fact that the 
extent of pitted appearance of the surfaces was comparatively less 
with bloomed instruments goes to indicate that blooming, if any 
affords a sort of partial protection against the deleterious action of 
moisture on glass. 

23. The results of the comparative weathering trials carried out 
on bloomed and unbloomed (or normal) binoculars as described 
in the foregoing pages do not support the view held in some 
quarters at one time that bloomed optical surfaces would be more 
liable to fungal attack than untreated ,surfaces, nor do they support 
the opinion expressed that blooming results in a greater affinity 
for moisture with! consequently more rapid deterioration of the 
optical glass surfaces. On the other hand, the considerably improv- 
ed transmission of light that results on blooming is a definite and 
very important advantage, particularly so in the case of certain types 
of optical instruments used by the armed services ; and if this 
property is to be profitably made use of for the maximum period 
of useful life without at the same time increasing the cost of upkeep 
of an instrument out of all proportion to the advantage gained, it is 
imperative that adequate steps should be taken to prevent fouling 
and fungus growth. This can be achieved, as is well known, by 
assembling the instrument under scrupulously clean conditions, 
completely desiccating the interior and finally sealing it  hermeti- 
cally. An instapwrit he~mgticallx sealed undeg such co11dttkm 

F,s~- ,  :; ;: "-3::: ,. r - 7. ;: rJ 
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would remain aerviceibifi @-lG &&nd-&kditiQp f i r  a foq$""time, 
but perfect sealing gf gptieal, instrpen?, p'ar"tic12arly thCiie equipTed 
with focussing eye-pieces, is very difficult wi.th 'th& ekisting'design" .of 

-the vast majority -of $hem. ~ x p r i m n & l  techniqwg"%~e .been re- 
cently dgveloped 3~wards " achieving this *desideratb. '%,!?t$itfi*~pst -of 

- the service optics1 instrumeqts -d~~:iag, their subse{u&t*i$ir. ahd 
o&rhaul, but what should be idrried -at, if the adirahtages'of bloorhirig 
are to be fully realised in such cases,; is ka:dkr ,the existing designs 
,& ttie ,instruments in the light of the G a s t  e k p e k i c ; ~  -g@e$ is the 
recent past so as to make them capable of being ik&deredW a%$blix,teIy 

-&tight by hermetical sealing. This' appears to" be thk"ana1 solhfibn 
mot only &wards-making a more general use $'the advantages-to 
be secured by blooming, hut alqo most iik met with 'during' the-* 
keeper and maintenance of optical instruments in general ; and aL 
efforts should be directed at achieving it. 




